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Draft Service
Helps Students

Panel Hears
Raymond Case

The elderly woman sat in the office, showing her
The Student Defense COllllllittee and Professor John
son's request for a concientious objection to the three .
Raymond each presented their versions of the "Raymond
young men. "He'll have to expand on the beliefs he exaffair" before a three-man hearing panel on April 20.
presses," commeated one of the men. "He seems to have
The hearing was called by Dean Anderson to investigate
a valid objection, but he'll need more than what he has
. charges by the Defense Committee that Raymond assaulted
here. "
Gary Coutin, a second-year student, daring his IntematThe men were Les Scher, Bill Leifer, and Joe Roman
iona1 Law class on Feb. 16, and countercharges by Raymond
of the Hastings Draft Counselling Center, and they were
that Coutin disrupted the class.
helping the family of a yopng, Jewish pacifist plan his
The panel consisted of Armant Sa1ese, a student
application for a concientious objection to military
chosen.by the Defense COllllllittee, and attomeys Jerome
service.
j Marks and Jack H. Werchick, who were appointed by Dean
"The one thing he'll have to remember," Leifer
I, Anderson.
wamed,"is not to be trapped into making hypothetical
judgments based on fictitious situations set up by the
SCHEDULED CLASS
draft boards."
"They'll ask him i f he would figh t for Is rae1, "
The incident took place when Coutin was given perhe added. "He Can tell them that he doesn't know if
mission to show a film at the same time as Professor Ray'he would fight for Israel if he had been raised there
mond's class. Coutin testified that he entered the room
because he ｾｯｵＱ､＠
have been .rought up with totally dif, only after rechecking with the administration and being
ferent values.
I told that there was nO scheduled class in the room.
I
He entered the classroom, Coutin said, and began
HASTINGS STUDENTS AIDED
to approach Raymond. When Coutin asked Raymon4 if he
could ask him a question, he charged, Raymond shoved him
against
the wall.
The case was only one of ｡｢ｾｵｴ＠
200 the center
"I ｷ｡ｮｴｾ､＠
to know if the class had been rescheduled
has handled since it was started ､ｵｲｩｮｾ＠
last year's stufor
a
makeup
without
permission from the administration,"
dent strike. During its brief existence, the center
Coutin said.
has helped men from all ｢｡｣ｫｾｲｯｵｮ､ｳＬ＠
including about 30
When he was finally told that Raymond was holding a
Hastings students, to avoid the draft legally.
regularly
scheduled class, Coutin added, he immediately
"This case was easier than ..:most," explained Scher, , left.
Ｇｾ･｣｡ｵｳ＠
he came in for counselling before he had even
received his lottery number. Too many people don't think
CLASS DISRUPTION
about the draft until they get their induction notice."
According to Scher, the counselling center has
Raymond did not deny having pushed Coutin, but
two main purposes. The first is to allow people who want
claimed that he was authorized to do so under a notice
to avoid the draft to do so legally. The second is to
issued by Dean Anderson after the Feb. 2 Camera demon-)
train people, including the Black and Chicano law students who have come in to discuss their own draft problems, stration. That notice informed students that disruptions
of classes would not be tolerated, and would result in
to set up their own draft counselling services in their
suspension.
cOllllllunities.
He added that he had not intended to 'injure Coutin,
"Almost every Black person who is drafted is draftbut
merely
to force him out of the classroom. Coutin, he
ed illegally .. " S'c her cODlllented. "If you're poor and
charged, had refused to give him his name, leading : him
Black," he added, "i t' s very hard to get a medical deto the assumption that Coutin was wantonly disrupting his
ferment because the doctor won't fumish the necessary
class.
"CollllllOn decency would have required that he go to
[Cont. on page 7]
the administration if he found a class in the room," Ray_._--_._--- --- ._--._ - - - - - - - - - - ' - mond added.

Lau, Brown Win ASH Contests
Cliff Lau and C1avere Brown were elected ASH President and Vice-President ｲ･ｳｾ｣ｴｩｶＱｹ＠
in student elections held May 4 and May 6. Lau defeated the five-man
Hastings Coalition by a margin of 528 to 205 votes. Brown
won a narrow victory over John Crowell, by 335 to 331
votes.
In a primary election on May 4, Dan Parks was elected Treasurer and Barry Wo1pa was elected Secretary.
The class representitives are elected in the fall.
A significant aspect of this year's election was
the defeat of the Hastings Coalition, a radical group
consisting of five persons who sought to share the ASH
Presidency. The Coalition picked up only 41 votes between the primary and run-off elections while Lau picked
up 285, indicating that voters were strongly for or ｾ＠ .
strongly against the Coalition.
Third-year students voted overwhelmingly to retain
their class officers. A recall motion failed by a tally
of 162 to 52.

CONFLICTING VERSIONS
Witnesses for both sides agreed that a confrontatio
took place, but gave differing testimony about the amount
of pushing and shoving done by Coutin. Witnesses for
Coutin claimed that he had merely stood hi. ground, while
witnesses for Raymond testified that Coutin had pushed
back.
Ebbit Wallace, a Defense COllllllittee witness, reinacted the incident for the hearing board. He pictured
Raymond pushing Coutin against a wall and Ｎｨｯｶｩｮｾ＠
him
with his entire body.
Raymond's witnesses, on t he other hand, described
the incident as being "lik. blocking practice in ｦｯｴ｢｡ｬｾＧ＠
"There was definitely contact both ways, " testified Dery1 Knudsen, a witness for Raymond.
A major surprise came when Raymond was asked,
under cross-examination, to reinact the ｩｮ｣ｾ､･ｴ＠
with Don
[Cont. on page 7)
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EDITORIAL
One of the least successful experiments in ｰ･ｾ｡Ｑ＠
reform has been California's indeterminate sentencing
law. Although it was intended to prevent prisoners from
receiving overly harsh sentences, it has backfired to
such an extent that California prisoners would be the
first to cheer its abolition.
The indeterminate sentencing law, like the parole
system, is based on the principle that punishment should
be based on an assessment of the criminal, as well
as
the crime he committed. However, it hands the responsibility of assessing one of these elements to an "administrative" authority before which the prisoner has
no
constitutional rights.
The theory on which this is based -- that the
prisoner is sentenced to a certain number of years and
has no constitutional right to have his sentence reduced,
is totally inaccurate. This is because the 1eg1isature,
in setting sentences for each crime, keeps in mind
the
minimum sentence as well as the maximum. If the legislature intended the maximum sentence to be ｾｩｶ･ｮ＠
in only
extreme circumstances, a prisoner who is jailed for the
maximum sentence is possibly being deprived of his constitutional rights.
Also, the indeterminate sentencing law dispenses
with the need to try prisoners for acts committed in
prison. Aprisoner who is accused of slapping a ｾｵ｡ｲ､
Ｂ＠
does not have to be tried for the offense, but can merely be sentenced to the maximum term under his original
•
conviction. This not only saves the exPense of a trial,
but dispenses with the need for the prosecution to prove
its case.
The indeterminate sentencing law was a noble experiment;but it has shown itself to be a failure. It
is now time to devise a new means of sentencing and
parole which will work. It should provide a fair sentence for each crime, and a fair sentence for each conv, ict. But most of all, it must provide constitutional
rights at each step in the sentencing process.

and Writing papers. Because of the
delay, students who wanted to examine their first paper
before doing an optional second paper will have to do
their second paper instead of studying for exams.
Unlike the Raymond grievance, the source was not in
anyone's personality. The Legal Writing and Research
course is presently taught by two professors, one of whom
is director of the Moot Court program and the other of
whom is the head" librarian. Since they are overloaded by
their other responsibilities, it is no surprise that the
Legal Research and Writing course does not give students
the amount of attention that it should.
Another student grievances involves arbitrary
treatment of students by professors, in the normal course
of instruction. Only one student has been physically
shoved by a professor, but a large number have suffered
the humiliation of being ejected from Professor Powell's
classroom because they arrived 1ate-- often after being
｣｡ｵｾｨｴ＠
in a MUNI breakdown.
Another point of tension among students and faculty is the teaching of Contracts. Rather than suffer
through the boring and inadequate class instruction in
that subject, many students have "opted out" of their
classes and registered in an expensive, off-campus tutorial.
In scheduling a hearing into the Raymond-Coutin
affair, the administration has shown that it is ｷｩＱｮｾ＠
to hear the type of grievance which involves a battle
of personalities, and which can be solved by firing,
reprimanding, or suspending someone. However, if Hastings is to become a law school at which students can
feel truly satisfied, the administration must provide
structures to deal with the problems which now prevent
most students from receiving the full benefit of their
classes.

EDITORIAL
Few projects are as deserving of support from the
student body as the Hastings Draft Counselling Service.
Last year, the Service received $200 in student. funds.
During the same period, it helped 200 people to solve
their draft problems, including about 30 Hastings students.
The Draft Counselling Service now needs funds to
remain open during the summer. Money will be collected
at a demonstration to be held in front of the main San
Francisco draft board on Thursday, May 13. Students
who do not feel like demonstrating can contribute by
going to the Counselling Service office, in room 200, 55
Hyde St., from Monday to Thursday between 3 and 5 P.M.
It is to be hoped that Hastings students will
devise more services which, like Draft Counselling, are
of _enefit to both Hastings students and the outside
community. For example, a Hastings group could advise
consumers on their rights under their guarentees, and
the law. Or, it could advise tenants of their rights
in conflicts with their landlords.
If these projects are developed individually, it
will be of considerable benefit to Hastings students and
to the community. However, coordination can produce even
greater benefits, especially if it is aimed at the establishment of a Hastings Neighborhodd Law Office.

PROPOSED LABOR LAW CLINIC

EDITORIAL
The current contraversy over the shoving of a student by a prof.essor has ｣ｲ･｡ｴｾ､＠
a situation which holds
both advantages and dis"advanta"ges for the future of student-faculty relations. "On one hand, it has forced the
administration to realize -that student grievances exist,
and that there must be a way " to deal with them in a just
manner. On the other hand, there is the ､｡ｮｾ･ｲ＠
that student ｾｲｩ･ｶ｡ｮ｣ｳ＠
will become associated with major incidents
which pit one personality against another.
Unfortunately, the student discontent which surfaced in the Zona Sage and Raymond affairs was only the
tip of a much larger iceberg. Student dissatisfaction
exists at all times at Hastings, and for a wide variety
of reasons.
For example, first-year students recently became
､ｩｳｧｲｵｮｴＱ･ｾｶ
｟＠ the ｰｲｯＱＰｮｾ･
｟＠ delay in the return
of

The National Labor Relations Board has granted
approval to a request from Mr. Harvey Letter, Regional
attorney of the NLRB's San Francisco region, to establish a clinical labor program in conjunction with Hastings College of the Law.
The proposed course, lasting a semester, is tentatively scheduled for both the Fall and Spring semesters,
and will be open to eight to ten students each semester.
Participating .tudents will receive practical experience
in all areas of Board work, including ｩｮｶ･ｳｴｾ｡ｯ＠
of
charges, representation proceedings,and unfair labor
practice litigation.
In addition, class instruction by Mr. Letter will
deal with substantive labor law and Board procedure in
twelve lectures.
This program is the first of its kind and will
serve as the NLRB's pilot ｳｴｵ､ｾ＠
on the feasibility of
future efforts in this area.

...----------....:. -----.------ -_._- ------ ---BOOK EXCHANGE •

IN RE GRADUATION • • •
The uninitiated often presume that the ultimate
test of one's law school career is the two and one half
day marathon called the bar examination. The informed
student, however, knows that the real ordeal comes some
months before the bar exam and is most often known as the
graduation ceremony.
To the graduate this ceremony is a form of trial
by boredom, a nuisance which is generally expensive and
which should be avoided whenever possible. To the graduate's parents and grandparents graduation is a cause
celebre (that's my boy up there, the one in the cap and
gown) worth nearly any expense and wrapped in nostalgia
(why, when I graduated from Old Ivy back in '32 • • • ).
Graduation this year is an attempt by the class
officers and others to express the natural diversity of
opinion within the class through the medium of what they
hope approximates a fifteenth-century doctoral hooding
ceremony.
In line with this theme, graduation will be held
on Friday, June II, 1971 at 4:00 P.M. at Grace Cathedral.
Third-year students should plan on being in Founder's
Hall at Grace by 3:15 for instructions as no rehearsal
is planned.
Caps and gowns may be picked up the week before
graduation or at Grace at 3:15 on Graduation Day. Caps,
ｾｯｷｮｳＬ＠
and hoods should be returned to Founder's Hall
after the ceremony.
First and second year students are also invited
to the graduation ceremony. The principal speaker will
be Charles S. Rhyne, a noted past professor of aviation
law at George Washington University, past counsel to numerous governmental committees and agencies and recipient
of many honors including the Grotius Peace award, the National Bar Association Award and the Gold Medal of the American Bar Association.
Mr. Rhyne has also served as President of the World
Peace Through Law Center since 1963, on the executive council of the American Society of International Law and as
President of the American Judicature Society.
.
There will be a reception for all attending graduation immediately following the ceremony at Grace •• The
law school will also be open at this time.

On June 12 and 13, Hastings and Grace Cathedral
are sponsoring a Colloquium on "Law as an Effective Instrument of Social Change." The colloquium will be held
at Grace Cathedral in San Francisco.
The round table discussions will be directed toward a reevaluation of traditional solutions of acute problems which confront our modern society: equal rights,
public order, the needs of the less affluent, preservation
of our natural heritage, the demands of youth, and world
peace.
The program brings together contemporary leaders
and scholars in both legal practice and theory to explore
demands and stresses placed upon the Law in facing the
critical issues which challenge ODr society.
Students will be admitted free. The donation
fpr others is $10.00.

l

We'll put you in Mammoth.
flights seven
Fast. Scheduled
days a week. Serving San
Jose, Bishop, Mammoth
and Los Angeles InternationaL $27.00 one-way
,I". fare includes 8% Fed.;":- eral Tax. No extra
charge for skis. For
schedule information,
phone
(408) 286-1172,
(213) 646-3054,
(714) 935-4438.

TRANS SIERRA
AIRUNES

The only scheduled airfine to Mammoth.
June and Bishop.

Beginning next fall the new Hastings College ｂｯｫｾ＠
store will handle the sale of all used books. The Wives'
Club of Hastings, which has run the Used Book Exchange
since the spring of 1969, much to the benefit of the
individual student, must announce its closing procedures.
All unsold books and outlines that are now in the
Book Exchenge must be picked up by the individual owner
between June 7 and June 11. The Book Exchange will still
sell the books they have on hand, but no refunds can be
given in the event that courses or texts are changed.
All sales must be final. We can no longer accept books
for sale through the Book Exchange. Any books that remain in the Book Exchange on June 12 will be handled by
the new bookstore.
Students are still encouraged to turn in their
books in June for sale next fall. First year books are
especially in demand early as these students register a
week before second and third year students normally return. This way books can be processed and ready for
sale at the opening in the fall. The Wives' Club has
｡ｾｲ･､＠
to collect books in June by using the forms of
the new Bookstore and by keeping those books separate
from books already in the Book Exchange.
All books turned in in June will be sold under the
auspices of the new bookstore. The Wives' Club will
receive fifty cents for each book it collects this spring.
The cost will be absorbed by the new bookstore; not by
the student. In order to avoid financial disaster, this
move is an economic necessity, since the Wives' Club had
counted on the income from the Book Exchange until just
a few weeks ago.
The plan for turning in books in June is a bit
different. Instead of being determined by the student,
prices will be determined by a bookstore pricelist. The
owner of a book will be given a credit memo in June for
the amount of his books, which may be used this fall for
the purchase of books in the new bookstore, or redeemed
there for cash.
Please turn in your books on the second floor of
55 Hyde at these opening times:
June
June
June
June
June

7
9
10
11

12

9 - 11 A.M.
9 - 11 A.M.
9- 11 A.M.
12- 3 P.M.
12- 3 P.M.

The Wives who have run the Book ｅｸ｣ｨ｡ｮｾ･＠
would
like to thank the students of Hastings College for all
the support they have given the Book Exchange over the
past few years. It has been a fun and worthwhile project, and we hate to see it end.

-- ._ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
LAW JOURNAL •• •

The Hastings Law Journal announced its selection
procedures in the March 24 issue of the Hastings Law News.
Since that time two revisions in the selection procedure
have been made.
Deadline for November issue. The announcement in
the Law News stated that the deadline for the writing
competition was September 1. This date is still the deadline except for those students who are writing for the
women's rights issue. All articles for the November
issue must be in to the printer prior to September 15.
Therefore, the deadline for that issue will be July 16.
Please note that this is a change from the date announced
in the question-and-answer periods.
Writing for the Ninth Circuit Review. The original
announcement stated that a student could write for any
issue. The Journal, however, is presently changing the
format of the fourth issue. Next year, this issue will
contain a review of the California Supreme Court as
well as contiDuing the Ninth Circuit Review. The issue
will analyze approximately ten cases from each court.
These cases will not be selected until the end of the
summer. Too high a risk exists that a student note written during the summer might not be published because the
case selected for the note was not one of the ten cases
selected for publication. Therefore, the Journal has
decided to close the fourth issue to those students who
are writing during the summer.
Release forms. The selection procedures announcement stated that students on the fo ur - tier or pass-fail
grading system, who desired to have their name submitted to the Journal for selection on the ba.is of grades,
had to submit a release form. These forms will be available in the Journal Secretary's office, room 443, commencing May 5. All forms must be completed and returned
to the Journal prior to June 11.

I

Page Three

ANGELA DAVIS CASE •

Race Bias in Judicial System
[Because of our feeling that there is a great educational value in its recitation of the bases of minority
dissatisfaction with the American judicial process, ･Ｎｰｾ｣＠
ially for law students and lawyers, we reprint here portions of the motion to remove Judge Alan A. Lindsay from
hearing the trial of Angela Y. Davis and Ruchell Magee in
Marin County Superior Court. The motion was the subject
'of much of the talk given by Allan Brotsky, one of Miss
Davis's attorneys, on Friday, April 16, at Hastings . We
have ommitted those portions of the motion which deal with
Judge Lindsay's own shortcomings , for reasons of brevity
and because we hope people will realize that, in the future, all judges should be measured against this background,
especially when a Movement defendant is involved.
The motion is reprinted here with the permission of
Miss Davis's attorneys.]

9
The administration of criminal justice in the United States has been for a long time, and it is presently the subject of distrust by minority citizens of the
tmited States and by Black political activists in partlicu1ar. This is so for a number of reasons:
Judicial selection is intimately tied to political
considerations, usually to party affiliation, service,
and financial support, and political philosophy. Bail
has been used by judges to jail civil rights demonstrators
and to exhaust the treasuries of civil rights organizations, National Conference on Bail and Criminal Justice,
1965. The writ of habeas corpus has been suspended for
persons accused of unpopular acts. Jerome H. Skolnick,
The Politics of Protest, Chapter 8, Simon and Shuster,
1969. The poor, the minorities, who are criminally accused are regularly discriminated against on such matters
as representation, bail, sentencing, and they are frequently treated noticeably in the absence of plain human
decency; and the relationship of judges and district
attorneys frequently is in fact, or is viewed to be
close and sometimes indistinguishable, Report of the Attorney .G eneral's Committee on Poverty and the Administ.ration of Criminal Justice, 1963. Penal institutions
throughout the United STates, in the State of California,
and in Alameda County in particular have housed prisoners
with less dignity and in more abominable conditions than
animals residing in municipal zoos; judges are subjected
·to and they are responsive to political considerations
and political influences by the executive and iegis1at.ive branches of government.
10
Because of American-racism and this defendant's
attacks on it, this case has attracted the interest of
persons and governments throughout the world. There is
serious question whether such a , Black, woman, militant
can get a fair hearing and a fair trial. Black people
allover the world including the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People have voiced grave concern in this regard. So sensitive is this case considered to be that the President of the United States in an
unprecedented act publicly invited foreigners to attend
the hearings to observe the American system at work.
11
Normally, hearingS-would be conducted by one of
several judges of the Superior Court for the County of
Marin. However, all such judges have on their own motion disqualified themselves. Normally, this case would
be prosecuted by the Office of the District Attorney of
the County of Marin. But, that office h.as also disqualified itself and the case is being prosecuted by the
Office of the Attorney General for the State of California.

12
Because of the facts set forth in the immediate
ｰｲ･｣､ｩｮｾ＠
paragraph, the Judicial Council for the State
of California, pursuant to authority granted by law,
designated a former Superior Court Judge, the Honorable
John P. McMurray, to preside over pending motions in
the cause. After only two hours of hearings, and upon
motion of the co-defendant, RUCHELL MAGEE, said judge
candidly conceded his bias and prejudice in said cause
and disqualified himself from further proceedings.

Page Four

13

The Judicial Council of the State of California,after the disqualification of Judge McMurray, has now
designated, by means and procedures unknown to the defendant, the Honorable Alan A. Lindsay, a Superior Court
Judge for the County of Alameda, to preside over the
motions pending.
14

Judges, of course, are human and fallible. The
political attitudes of a judge do influence his judicial
decisions.
"With the passing of the now discredited 'mechanistic' interpretation of the role of the judge in
the judicial decision-making process, there still
remains the question of ascertaining what the real
function of the judge is. There has always been
at least a tacit understanding that judges are products of their environments and do not become,
upon accession to the bench, impersonal vehicles
of revealed truth. 'The decision as to WHO will
make the decisions affects what decisions will be
made. This is not to say that judges do not operate within certain predictable and required
frames of ｲ･ｦｮ｣ｾｳＮ＠
There is some truth in the
'effect on a judge' attributed to the donning of
the judicial robe. But such factors do not, themselves, constitute the essence of the judicial role.
As David B. Truman has observed, , judges do not
cease to be human when they don their robes. They
do not derive all their premises from the court-room. '

*

*

*

"It is important to remember that there is no
necessary identity between the institutionalized
role of 'judge' and the actual role behavior of
'a particular incumbent of a judicial office. The
institutionalized role certainly is an important
force in determining the judge's actual role behavior. No judge is likely to depart significantly from the contours of that role-- particularJ7
from those norms concerned with the surface aspects
of his behavior as a judge. ｂｾｴ＠
within these broad
outlines, judges ｾ｡ｹ＠
have significant latitude in .
.e1ecting an appropriate role behavior. The tendency to assume an identity between the institutionalized role and the behavior of an individual judge
was the source of many of the sterile explanations
of judicial behavior of former generations." Joel
B. Grossman, ' Lawyers & Judges •. John Wiley and Sons.
Inc., 1965.
Thus, candidate Nixon ran on a platform, which he
is attempting to implement as President, which explicitly
affirmed that judges are influenced by political considerations. He hoped to ｩｮｴｲｯ､ｵ｣ｾ＠
judges onto the Supreme
Court who would implement a poli'tical philosophy mor.e to
his liking. Two Southern judges ｰｲｯｳｾ､＠
by President
Nixon were refused confirmation by the United States Senate\ Although both nominees denied charges of racism,
such · charges were prominent in the dis confirmation
proceedings.
15
On the trial court level a variety of studies have
found considerable variation in judicial behavior both
in pre and post trial proceedings. Klonoski & Gendelson,
Ed., The Politics of Local Justice, Little, Brown, 1970.
The proceedings of the National Conference on Bail attd
Criminal Justice found that needlessly high bail was
' used to jail civil rights demonstrators and to exhaust
the treasuries of civil rights ｯｲｧ｡ｮｾｺｴｩｳＮ＠
Leon Friedman's highly respected book. ,Southern Justice., documents
the degree to which legal officials at all levels employed their discretionary powers to frustrate established
national policy and law.
"No one expected all the public officials of the
Southern States to embrace immediately the new
national consensus on civil rights ••• but the
resistance of a large number of officials has been
[Cont. on page 5'

DAVIS MOTION • . •
[Cont. from page 4]
carried so far beyond the limits
tion allows and social pe
that the Constituace requires as to out
rate the national sense of injustice
other issue of our time" Ibid p
more than any
p.4.
'
----, antheon, 1965,

To say this of Southern justice i
Northern justice. A National Violence s not to commend
F
hi h
Commission Task
orce w c carefully reviewed studies of judicial
ceedings following the Black community rebellions prothe 1960's concluded that:
of
"Th ese practical difficulties which might h
been predicted, often were ｡ｧｾｲｶｴ･､＠
by ｩｮｦｾＺﾭ
ible and hostile policies of court and correction
officials. In ｾ Ｎ ｃｨｩ｣｡ｧｯ＠
and Baltimore defendants
were initially prevented from making ;hone calls
to , their families on the ground that the securit
risk would be too great. In Detroit, men who ｷ･ｾ＠
absent from their homes for as long as ten da
not be located by their families or employers: s ｾｕｬ､＠
Baltimore, defendants were arraigned in courtrooms
guarded by armed and helmeted ｳｯｬ､ｩ･ｲｾＮＬ＠
When ]RWyers were available there was little opportunity
for lawyers to advise their clients, and some judges even refused to allow lawyers in their courtroom during the arraignment procedures. 'The
writ of habeas corpus' commented one Detroit defense lawyer, 'was suspended and for several days
there was a sign on the door of the Wayne County
Jail that stated that no attorney, either assigned
or retained, could see their clients. '
"The indignities to prisoners caught up in mass
arrests were aggravated by the imposition of high
bail, amounting to preventive detention, inadequate representation, and minimal observance of due
process requirements." Jerome H. Skolnick; The
Politics of Protest, Simon and Shuster, 1969-,-,pp. 296-297,
18

It is important to go further and to document the
differences in outlook on such issues as militancy and
the criminal law between blacks and whites. It is important because profound errors of interpretation have
been made by middle class whites regarding the nature
and causes of violence in American life.
First, we direct our attention to the question of
the difference between whites and blacks on the pace of
social change in America.
"Public opinion surveys conducted by Louis Harris
and others have shown that the gradualist racial
sentiments of most whites conflict with the increasingly urgent demands of black Americans
for their share of the affluence of America. This
gap has manifested itself on issues such as the
causes of riots, the pace of racial change, and
the propriety of various means for achieving
integration and equality, For ･ｸ｡ｭｰｬｾ＠
a 1966
Gallup poll found that while 58 percent of white
Americans thought that the Johnson administration
was pushing integration too fast, only 5 percent
of the black Americans interviewed shared this
opinion.
"The pattern of approval or disapproval of protests
and demonstrations is similar to the observed differences regarding the appropriate speed of integration. In a 1965 Harris poll, a representitive
sample of Americans was asked whether they felt
that demonstrations by Negroes had helped or hurt
the advancement of Negro rights. While two out of
three white respondents said that the demonstrations had hurt more than they hell)ed. two out of
three Negro respondents expressed the opposite
view. For the most part, responses to more
specific questions about protests and demonstrations reveal the same racial gap. Thus the
Harris survey found that, in May of 1968, 80
percent of the Negro interviewees but only 29
percent of the whites approved of the Poor People's
March in Washington, D.C. Only with regard to
riots and the Use of violence do the majority

of both races agree in expressing disapproval,
and even here the level of white disapproval is
considerably higher than that of Negro disapproval.
"An especially profound discrepancy ･ｸｩｳｴｾ＠
between black and white perception of the causes
of riots. In their 1968 survey of ｯｰｩｾｳ＠
in
fifteen large U.S. cities, Campbell and Schuman
fotmd:

"Negroes and whites do not perceive the riots
in the same terms. Most Negroes see the riots
partly or wholly as spontaneous protests against
unfair conditions , economic deprivation, or a
combination of the two. • •• The white population
in the 15 cities is more divided on the nature
of riots. A large segment, roughly a third on
several questions, takes a viewpoint similar
to that of most Negroes, viewing the disturbances
as protests agaist real grievances, which should
be handled by removing the causes for grievance.
Approximately another third see the riots in
very different terms, however, emphasizing their
criminal or conspiratorial character, their
origin in a few men of radical or criminal leaft.-·
ing, and the need to meet them with police power.
The balance of the white population in the 15
cities mix both views in various combinations.'
Comparable results were obtained in a Harris
opinion survey, conducted in the summer of 1967,
on the perceived causes of riots. The racial
differences in opinion shown in Chart V-6 clearly support the Harris assertion that white and black
views on the causes of riots are 'eerily out of
register. '
Chart ｖｾＶＺ＠
Most Frequent Spontaneously Mentioned Causes
of Negro Rioting by White and Negro Adults.
White
Negro
Outside agitation
45%
10%
Promises not kept-prejudice.
bad treatment
16
36
Lack of jobs- unfair
employment
10
29
Poverty-slums, ghetto
conditions
14
28
Negroes are too lazy to
work for their rights
13
5
Uneducated people- don't
know what they're doing
7
7
Law has been too ｬ｡ｾ＠
7
0.5
In view of their assessment of their situation. it is
small-wonder that Negroes feel alienated from American society and government. In April of 1968, 56 percent of the Negro respondents told Harris interviewers that they agreed with 'the statement. 'I don't
have nearly as good a chance to get ahead as most
people.' Only 17 percent of the white interviewees
expressed such a belief in limited opportunity. In
the same poll, 52 percent of the Negroes and 39 of
the whites agreed with the statement, 'People running
this country don't really care what happens to people
like me." Jerome Skolnick, The Politics of Protest,
Simon and Shuster, pp. ＲＰＵＭｾＨＱＹＶＩＮ＠
-Perhaps the most striking evidence (of Black
disillusionment with official impartiality) is found
in a recently published study on violence and protest, a
study which was initially co. .issioned by the President's
Commission on Crime and Law Enforcement. and which was
recently published by a professor at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Violence as Protest, Robert M.
Fogelson, Doubleday. 1971.
In this study Professor Fogelson points out that
John A. McComb, a prominent industrialist and former
director of the C. LA. was asked to make an "objective and
dispassionate study of the Los Angeles riots" by former
Governor Brown. This study was strongly criticized by a
number of critics who argued. first, that a much larger
and broader segment of the ghetto populace than the
McComb Commission estimated joined the rioting and that
many others who did not join supported the rioters. Secondly, the critics argued that the blacks rioted because
they could no longer accep-.the conditions in tne ｾｨ･ｴｯＮ＠
, and not because they were unprepared for urban life or
because their leaders were contemptuous of law and order.
And third the critics argued that the rioting and ･ｳｰ｣ｾ＠
fally the looting and burning were articulate protest
Ｎｾ｡ｩｮｳｴ＠
ｧ･ｾｵｩｮ＠
grievances. And as such were meaningful

I

(Cont. on page 7)
Page
ｆｩｾ＠

the Zona Sage- Paul Ca.. ra mockery clearly de.anatrate
the need for a set of disciplinary rules, regulation.,
and procedures which will apply to both student. and faculty. The fact that Professor Raymond attempted to have
the charges against him adjudicated at a secret meeting
of faculty memhers, without the presentation of evidence
o.r cross-examination, convinces us that there is also a
need for the Hearing Board to be constituted as an arbitration board, with one member selected by each side and
the third member agreed upon by both sides- the method
proposed for the recent hearing, but ignored by the Professor.
By their support for these proposals the faculty
can demonstrate their real desire to resolve problems at
Hastings in a fair and objective manner. The Studeat
Defense Committee believes that the faculty's desire to
be accorded respect by the students will not be achieved
without this recognition of the mutual obligations involved in the concept of postgraduate education.

Student Defense Committee Statement • • •
DEFENSE COMMITTEE V. RAYMOND
Although these events quickly become lost in the.
turmoil of the closing weeks of school, the Student Defense Committee wishes to present to the student body at
large its position regarding the recently-concluded hearing.
At the outset it should be pointed out that the
Student Defense Committee was formed for the specific
purpose of bringing to the attention of the student body,
the faculty and the administration the need for some sort
of regularized procedure to deal with student complaints '
against faculty members, for whatever cause. At the
beginning of the school year, many students were dismayed
at the appearance of the Regulations and Rules governing
student organizations and student discipline. At the
time of that publication this dissatisfaction was expressed about both the manner of the publication and the fact
that the procedures described applied only to students.
On the first point, it was especially an affront
to the Student Fellowship Committee, which had labored
many weeks formu1ating ' a proposal for a joint disciplinary
board to handle complaints against both students and faculty, to completely ignore that report and to promulgate
the REgulations as they now stand. There was no consultation with students or their representatives, nor even
any recognition that students have a legitimate interest
in these matters.
As to the matter of the universality of application
of the disciplinary procedures (the need hopefully continuing to be infrequent), the events of the past two years:
have amply demonstrated the need for a fixed procedure to
administer discipline among the faculty. When it is necessary to construct a procedure, a board, and a set of
rules all at the last minute, the faith of the student
body and of the parties coecerned in the justice of the
determination is bound to be affected.
Meaning no slight to the individuals who presided
at the recent hearing, we feel that the extemporaneous
nature of the arrangements demonstrated most convincingly
the need for a system based on Laws, not on men. AA specific examples of the obstructions to adequate preparation I
encountered we need only cite the following:
I,

STUDENT DEFENSE COMMITTEE
' -" - -------- -HICAP SUMMER PROGRAM

- - - -- --- ----

•.

The Hastings Indigent Criminal Appeals Program
(HICAP) plans ｴｾ＠ continue both its criminal appeals and
prisoner assistance programs over the summer. Patrick
MeistreH (telephone no .(283-6709) will be in charge of
the criminal appeals program in which students work with
court-appointed attorneys on all phases of a direct appeal from a criminal trial. Eric Norby (929-6709) will
be in charge of the prisoner assistance program.
In this program, students assist prisoners directly in pro ｾ＠
applications for habeas corpus and in civil
rights suits under 18 U.S.C. 11983.
PRISON VISITS

HICAP has established visiting and attorney mailing prive1eges at Folsom Prison, and visiting and regular mailing prive1eges at San Quentin Prison. By the
end of May, HICAP hopes to have negotiated comparable
arrangements with Soledad Correctional Center.
A panel of lawyers has volunteered to advise studi ents working in the prisoner assitance program.

(a) the Defense Committee was provided with only four days I
SAN QUENTIN OFFICE
.notice of the hearin.g date;
(b) the Committee was never served with a copy of the
HICAP plans to set up an office inside San Quentin
I
Professor's charges, despite repeated requests;
Prison. Marc Leibovitz (388-7736) is arranging for the
project, which will be staffed by Hastings students.
(c) no list of prospective witnesses was made available;
The students will screen inmates for habeas corpus
and
and other available writs. This will allow the student

!

(d) two of the three Board members were chosen directly
by Dean Anderson.

to meet the inmate face to face and discuss his individual problems. If the student writes a writ which is
accepted by a court, he will be allowed to argue the
merits of the writ, under an attorney's supervision.
Students working in the prison office must be lic"':
enced under the Student Practices Act. First-year ' students are needed and we1'come.
If the prison ｰｲｾｪ･｣ｴ＠
is a success this summer,
HICAP hopes that it will be continued in the fall for
academic credit.

As was evident, the Administration's attempts to
"de1egitimize" the proceedings, so as not to accord any
dignity to the recommendation ultimately to be made, only
resulted in a dismaying lack of preparation and a c10uding of the ' rea1 issues involved, i.e. whether the parties
behaved reasonably, in the circumstances.
We believe that the evidence adduced at the Hearing adequately demonstrated that the student involved was
ｾ
acting reasonably, relying on the repeated assurances of
HICAP SUMMER PROGRAM
the administration, in asking, or ｡ｴ･ｭｰｾｮｧ＠
to ask,
whether the class in room B was regularly scheduled at
This summer, I would like to work in:
that time and place. The evidence also ､･ｾｯｮｳｴｲ｡＠
that
the Professor acted unreasonably in refusing to allow the
( ) criminal appeals
student to ask a question and in using totally unneces( ) prisoner assistance
sary force tD attempt to remove him from the room.
( ) San Quentin office
Courtesy and respect are reciprocal obligations.
Name ___________________________________ Class
Happily, most professors are given spontaneous respect
by virtue of their ability· as teachers. We with this
could be said of every member of the Hastings faealty,
Address
but, unfortunately, some members of the faculty are unable to earn the goodwill and respect of their students.
Telephone number
Some may be poor teachers, no longer fit to occupy
their chairs. Others, no matter how good the quality of
their classes, behave in some manner which so offends the
student body as a whole, or some important part of it,
that any respect which would otherwise be accorded that
professor disappears. In such cases the ability of the
professor to establish an effective rapport with his stuIMPORTANT REMINDER
dents is seriously impaired. Studetns imagine that years
of study and teaching should have developed a sense of
Books cfnsigned to the Wives' Club Book Exchhumanity and equanimity, and are, therefore, all the more
ange must be reclaimed by June 11. For details, see
shocked at the sight of irrationality or pettyness in a
the announcement on page 3.
"mature" man or woman.
The Student Defense Committee believes that the
students of Hastings, the facuity and the administration ,
ｾｴ＠
all agree that the proceedings of ｾｨ･ﾷｰ｡ｳｴ＠
month and
ll
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BELLI SPEAKS HERE

DRAFT COUNSELLING •

[Cont. from page 1]
Melvin Belli, the contraversia1 attorney who defended Jack Ruby, spoke at Hastings on April 30 on media
J documents."
and the law. Belli, who has been under criticism for
I'
Another reason for the unfair draft of minority
his paid public appearances, defended the right of a 1awpersons, Scher explained, was lack of awareness by ｴｾ･＠
yer to accept money to appear in-public.
1 poor of their legal rights. "Many of the third world
"Should we just watch television and see actors
people come in when they see our sign on the way to the
claiming what wonderful lawyers they are?," Belli asked.
draft board," he added.
Belli blasted attorneys who let their clients run
Numerous posters in the office testify to the
the trial, or who plan their defense in such a way that it
fact that the attack against the draft is also an atfavors a political cause rather than their clients.
tack agains t the war in Indochina. "If every person
"The Chicago 7 attorneys were handicapped because
could be counselled," commented Scher, "it might not
their clients wanted to be captains of their own ship,"
stop the war but it would certainly slow it down."
he said. "The important thing is to avoid harassment of
Because of the political aspect of the center,
the judge so that you have a clean record on appeal."
Scher added, it was likel y that it had had some unwe1He compared clients directing a defense to patients , come visitors from the FBI. "We've had a couple of
directing doctors in an operation.
people who claim they're getting information for a
Throughout his appearance, Belli painted an optimfriend," he said, "and then pull down literature that
I·" has absolutely nothing to do with the case. "
istic picture of the legal ｾｲｯｦ･ｳｩｮＮ＠
.
"Normally, it's easy to tell that a person is
Legal services, he explained,
would become ava i1sincere
about his beliefs and his desire to avoid mi1I
able to everyone through court decisions recognizing
itary service."
i i 1
1
fundamental civil rights as well as fundamenta cr m na
:
The center has managed to provide help to students
rights, and through programs providing preventive legal
I
and non-students on a shoestring budget of $200 from
aid instead of waiting for the client to get into trou: ASH. In addition to a phone bill, the center must pay
Ｑ ｾＬ｟｢ｬ･Ｎ＠
______________.______________________________________ ._ , for the literature it hands out on everything from stu· dent deferments to ｴｾｭｰｩｯｮｳ＠
for family hardship.
DAVIS MOTION ••
[Cont. from page 5]
As part of a demonstration against the main San
Francisco draft board on Thursday, Hay 13, the center
will ask for donations . It also plans to ask the Food
responses to ghetto conditions. Fourth, they argued that
Services Committtee for funds to stay open during the
the Watts area of Los Angeles is by any physical or
summer.
psychological criteria a slum in which blacks are rigorously ｾ､＠
involuntarily segregated and, that to maintain
ｾｵ｢Ｑｩ｣＠
order in Los Angeles requires fundamental changes
RAYMOND HEARING
[Cont. from page 1)
not only in the black ghetto community but in white officialdom as well.
I
So here was a contraversy. It was resolved late
ｾ＠
Ebbit Wallace, a Defense Committee witness, reinin 1966 when the U.C.L.A. Institute of Government and
acted the incident for the hearing board. He pictured
Public Affairs completed a survey of the Los Angeles
Raymond pushing Coutin against a wall, and shoving him
riots for the United States Office of Economic Oppor, with his entire body.
tunity and when a study commissioned by the President's
I
Raymond's witnesses, on the other hand, described
Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of
the incident as being "like blocking practice in footJustice was also completed.
ball." "There was definitely contact both ways," testThese studies together left little doubt that the
ified Deryl Knudsen, a witness for Raymond.
McComb Commission completely misunderstood the character
and implications of the Los Angeles riots. Because the
RAYMOND ADMISSION
McComb commission archives were inaccessible for several
months it was not clear why the McComb Commission had
A major surprise came when, under cross-examinfailed.
ation, Raymond was asked to reinact the incident with
When the archives became available they indicated
Don Prigo assuming the role of Coutin. Raymond pushed
that the investigation had failed for more profound
Prigo with a considerable degree of force, to the astonreasons than the critics had presumed.
ishment of many spectators.
"The commissioners were not altogether unsympathetic
Throughout the hearing, which lasted five hours,
to the plight of the south central ghetto, nor were
potential witnesses were excluded from hearing the testthey unintelligent or irresponsible. But they were
imony.
mainly upper middle class whites who brought to their
The only substantial dispute took place early in
task the sort of preconceptions about violence, law
the hearing when the Defense Committee insisted that
enforcement, ghettos and slums which they shared
Dean Anderson had promised that cross-examination would
with others of their class and race. These prebe allowed. This resulted in a series of procedural
conceptions filtered the testimony and other informI questions which were resolved when Dean Anderson was
ation received ｢Ｌｾｨ･＠
commission and enabled it to
reached and ruled that cross-examination would be permitdraw conclusions based on the flimsiest material
ted.
while ignoring aore substantial but less reassuring
The board is expected to make recommendations to
data. They thereby prevented the commission from
Dean Anderson, who will make a final ruling in the case.
perceptively analyzing the evidence and correctlyt
Possible decisions include sanctions against Raymond or
interpreting the riots." Fogelson, ibid, p. 195
Coutin, or both.
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Page Seven

COLLOQUIUM HIGHLIGHTS
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These are program highlights of the colloquium on
"Law as an Effective Instrument of Social Change," to
be held at Gresham Hall, Grace Cathedral, on June 12 and

.,.........
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June 12
10.00 a.m. Panel: THE PURPOSE OF LAW
Dear Editor :
I have been continuously infuriated and disgusted
at the manner in which the school library is operated. I
am infuriated by the utter disregard for the consideration
of the rights of 1000-plus students by a selfish minority.
I am disgusted by the lack of positive action by the staff
to correct obvious deficiencies in the operation of the
library-- for lack of a better term it could be called
"benevolent (or "naive") non-feasance."
I had always presumed that the library was operated
for the benefit of Hastings students-- ALL students, not
just the small number of rip-off artists who happen to
grab the books first.
CASES IN POINT:
I. There are supposed to be nine (9) copies of Simes'
hornbook on Future Interests. Tonight (Sunday) I drove
to the library specifically to continue my review of this
subject by reading this particular book. When I went to
the Reserve Desk there were no Future Interests hornbooks
available and yet only two (2) were checked outl Where
are the other seven? In fact does anybody know the last
time anybody saw these seven missing books?
In addition, the two books that had been checked
out were loaned on two-hour loan slips but 1) no time was
logged on the slip, 20 neither book was returned in the
three hours that I was there, and 3) even though both
were overdue. the librarian on duty said that no sanctions
could be levied because there were no provisions for .
ｦｾｮ･ｳＮ＠
(This same librarian confided that the library
. ﾷｨ｡ｾ＠
better get it together yet he failed to verify the
ｾＭｨｏｵｲ＠
time limit on the book he loaned out!)
II. One student had the highly-used B.A.R. Equity
outline in his locker all weekend. This student had
been telephoned by the librarian in order to locate the
bQok and he subsequently returned to the library to ｲ･ｾ＠
cover the book from his locker. He was indignant because
he felt this oversignt implied dishonesty on his part,
Dut regardless of whether he had intended to permanently misappropriate the book or merely forgot he had it,
this action deprived many other students the opportunity
. to use this highly effective study aid. (In fact, had
Ｌ ｾｨｩｳ＠
student wanted to rip out this outline, he could
have easily done so since no questions are ever asked
regarding the information on the loan slip-- not even
whether the borrower is a student or not!)
III. I personally know a student who took home all
the books relating to this student;s Moot Court problem;
case books, law review articles, and even the hornbook!
I was so disappointed by this callous disregard of the
rights of the other students sharing the same problem
that I prevailed upon this student to allow me to 'return
to the library the books for which research had been
completed.
In the two years that I have been a student, the
library has apparently done nothing to resolve these
and other similar problems except to somewhat naively
"request the students to reshe1Ve books when they ｨ｡ｶｾ＠
finished using them.
From the appearance of the librarians' wheeled carts, overflowing with non-reshelved
books, it doesn't appear that this polite request has
had much effect.
I am not suggesting that some elaborate, timeconsuming loan ritusl be initiated but I do strongly
recommend that there be some effective control over the
library's books so that ALL students may have the ｯｾﾭ
portunity to gain benefits from their library.
When I first considered attending Hastings to
study the law, I heard a lot of stories about the
tough, almost cutthroat competition between students.
I have sadly discovered that the competition is not so
much in scholastic achievement as it is in physical prowess-- there seems to be, literally, a race to the book
stacks in order to prevent others from using a book that
the runner might need.
I seriously question the professional ethics of
students who act in this manner. I cannot understand
how someone like this can profess to subscribe to the
. ·Canon of Ethics and ｣ｯｮｴｩｾ＠
to ｾ｣ｴ＠
in this unprofessional, selUsh and in'c onsiderate manner.

ｰＮｾｧ［･ｅｩｨｴＭｬ

Robert F. De Smet
Section II-A

Moderator: DAVID W. LOUISELL
University of California
Berkeley School of Law
Changing Concepts of Justice: DR. HAROLD ENGLUND
Minister of Fremont Presbyterian
Church, Sacramento, California
Natural Law: RICHARD NEIL SNYDER
Third Year Student, Hastings.
New Models of Justice: ALFRED F. CONARD
University of Michigan Law School
and President, Association of
American Law Schools.
2:QO p.m. Panel: PUBLIC ORDER
Moderator: EDGAR BODENHEIMER
University of California, Davis.
Criminal Justice: JEROME HALL, Hastings.
Correctional Justice: GERHARD O.W. MUELLER
New York University School of Law, N.Y.
Law and Order: THE HON. JOSEPH G. KENNEDY
Judge of the Municipal Court of San
Francisco, California.
June 13
9:00 a.m.

Panel: LAW AND SOCIAL EVOLUTION

Moderator:
ｅｾａｒｄ＠

L. BARRETT
University of California. Davis.

Protection of the Rights of the Individual: JOSEPH
FREDAS
Director for Northern California
Common Cause •
Equality of Rights: ASSEMBLYMAN WILLIE L. BROWN. J R.
California Legislature.
Equal Rights of Women: THE HON. AGNES O'BRIEN SMITH
Judge of the Municipal Court of San
Francisco, California.
World Peace Through Law: CHARLES S. RHYNE
former President, World Peace -Through
Law Center and American Bar Foundation.
2:00 p.m. Panel: THE VOICE OF YOUTH.
Moderator: MARVIN J. ANDERSON. Dean. Hastings.
Panelists: KENNETH L. HODDER
DANIEL C. LAVERY
CAREY F. SCOTT, JR.
Second-year Hastings students.
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